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ABSTRACT
Important design considerations for the cost-effective employment of hardware accelerators in next-generation data
centers involve a) the type of candidate applications that
a proposed solution can accelerate (generality), and b) the
required development effort to successfully deploy the available accelerators for a given application (adoption overhead).
To address the problem of generality, we present a versatile
and dynamically reconfigurable hardware architecture that
exhibits several accelerator slots and programmable interconnect to create application-specific accelerator datapaths.
The proposed architecture fits in the model of disaggregated
data centers, where compute, memory, and accelerators are
broadly regarded as large pools of resources, and subsets
of these resource pools are dynamically allocated on an asneeded basis to cooperatively boost performance of a broad
range of applications. We discuss how applications can be
efficiently mapped on the proposed underlying hardware using a highly compute-intensive Bioinformatics problem as a
case study. Initial results for the Bioinformatics application,
which deals with the detection of positive selection in populations, show a speedup of up to 6.4X in comparison with
a parallel software implementation executed on a multi-core
processor.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the end of Dennard scaling and the consequent interruption of processor frequency scaling due to an accompanying drastic increase of circuit power consumption, Moore’s
law is being continued in the form of multiple cores and
wider vector registers. At the same time, the increased requirements of compute and/or memory demanding applications from various domains (e.g., bioinformatics, finance,
etc) have led to the exploration of new processing approaches,
e.g., on the cloud. Processing on the cloud is conducted on
third-party—typically general-purpose—data centers, which
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Figure 1: An abstract illustration of the concept of
disaggregated computing. Resources are deployed
as needed, driven by application requirements.

are traditionally organized as collections of trays with a fixed
amount of compute, memory, and peripherals. Such organization can frequently cause suboptimal resource utilization
at the tray level, leading to inefficient processing and increased energy consumption. To this end, an increasingly
explored solution relies on the concept of data center disaggregation, where compute, memory, and acceleration resources are organized as large homogeneous pools (Fig. 1)
that form specialized virtual machines (VMs) to better serve
application-driven requirements.
With present computing systems being power-bound, emerging technologies like Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are explored as
accelerators for deployment in data centers to reduce the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and maximize vendor profits.
Acceleration-oriented solutions entail a trade-off between
performance/power and generality/adoption overhead. Vector instruction extensions, for instance, such as Streaming
SIMD Extensions and Advanced Vector Extensions, find application in various domains, from multimedia processing [7]
and database operations [19] to cryptography [6] and scientific applications [10]. GPUs and FPGAs, on the other hand,
represent more specialized solutions that potentially achieve
higher performance and power savings, yet lacking generality

• We adopt a master-worker scheme that facilitates disaggregation by managing application-driven resource
reassignments in software, while accelerators serve as
co-processors (workers) to software threads (masters).
Therefore, a thread reassignment is transparently reassigning the dedicated accelerator accordingly.
• We use a compute and memory intensive Bioinformatics problem as a case study in order to describe alternative application mappings to dAccTiRDe, to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed solution. Note
that, although we employ application-specific accelerators to showcase dAccTiRDe, the proposed architecture is sufficiently generic to accommodate specialized
accelerators from various domains.
The choice of application as a case study is driven by the
fact that genome sequencing throughput, fueled by continuous advances in DNA sequencing over the previous years,
has long outpaced compute speed of modern processors.
This has created an increasing gap between the amount of
available genomic data and what can be efficiently analyzed
(Fig. 2). Since compute performance follows Moore’s law,
it is only expected that this gap will continue to widen,
yielding high-performance solutions a prerequisite for future
large-scale analyses.
The Bioinformatics application, known as selective sweep
detection, aims at finding traces of positive selection in populations through the analysis of patterns of correlation between mutations. From a computational standpoint, this
heavily relies on population count operations, i.e., the enumeration of set bits in binary vectors. Current microprocessor architectures are inadequate to deliver high performance
for applications that rely on bit counting due to the lack of
a vectorized population counter, thus raising the need for
custom-hardware-based acceleration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 revises related work and active research projects on acceleration infrastructure for data centers. Section 3 presents
the proposed architecture, while Section 4 provides implementation details. Section 5 demonstrates different configurations of the proposed accelerator infrastructure for the se-
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and requiring higher adoption effort. These factors (generality and ease of deployment) are of critical importance when
such platforms are employed in data center environments.
To this end, we aim at improving generality by primarily
targeting FPGAs, to benefit from their inherent reconfiguration capabilities, and by providing an architectural solution
to enable a fit-for-purpose FPGA configuration, given that
the required hardware accelerators exist and sufficient software support is provided. Our work builds upon a prior
work [17] that addressed the problem of increasing generality of static accelerators in the logic layer of a 3D-stacked
DRAM by providing support for a configurable acceleratorbased datapath, as well as the required software translator
for legacy codes that employ widely used library functions.
In this work, we make the following contributions:
• We present a reconfigurable architecture, which we
dub dAccTiRDe (disagreggated Acceleration Tiles on
Reconfigurable Device), that exhibits two levels of configuration capability: a) a placement of specialized accelerators in predefined partially reconfigurable regions
(PRRs), and b) runtime-configurable crossbar switches
to inexpensively interconnect accelerators.
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Figure 2: Growth of molecular data and transistors
in processors, GPUs, and FPGAs (source: [5]).

lected Bioinformatics problem, and provides a performance
evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.

2.

RELATED WORK

Current research projects on next-generation data centers
have proposed the employment of hardware accelerators to
improve system performance. The Ecoscale project [11], for
instance, proposes a novel architecture to automatically map
and execute HPC applications to platforms that are supported by reconfigurable hardware modules. Reconfigurable
resources are shared among the available processing nodes,
which are mapped to a partitioned global address space.
Vineyard [8] develops an integrated platform for heterogeneous accelerator-based servers, aiming at achieving improved performance and reduced energy consumption when
compared with current solutions. The project considers both
low-power processors that are coupled with reconfigurable
logic, as well as programmable dataflow engine accelerators
that are configured by the host processor.
In the industrial domain, various companies offer HPC
platforms that host powerful CPUs interconnected (loosely
or tightly) with reconfigurable logic. For example, the HC
series platforms from Micron [16] utilize QPI-connected x86
CPUs that are tightly coupled with an FPGA-based reconfigurable coprocessor. To invoke a hardware accelerator, the
developer needs to extend the host CPU ISA by injecting assembly instructions to the original code, reducing that way
the overall time-to-solution overhead.
Maxeler offers dataflow computing platforms [15] that consist of so-called DFEs (Data Flow Engines), i.e., reconfigurable accelerators that are either tightly coupled with local
Intel Xeon CPUs or shared with a host CPU over Infiniband.
A Java-like programming environment allows to implement
custom accelerators and map them to the available DFEs.
Microsoft has already deployed its Catapult platform [2],
which allows applications to utilize remote FPGAs at a data
center scale. The proposed hardware plane consists of two
QPI-connected x86 CPUs and an FPGA-based board, communicating over PCIe. The most recent work [1] presents
a cloud-scale implementation based on Stratix V FPGAs,
with applications in service (Web search ranking) and network (encryption) acceleration.
Intel has launched the HARP (Intel-Altera Heterogeneous
Architecture Research Platform) project [12], which tightly
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Table 1: Resource utilization for dAccTiRDe’s static
area when mapped to the Zynq 7045 MPSoC.
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Figure 3: Overview of the dAccTiRDe MPSoC architecture.
couples Intel’s Xeon CPUs with an Altera Stratix V FPGA
connected over a cache-coherent QPI on a 2U standard server
module. HARP provides a high-level programming framework that allows developers to automatically map OpenCL
kernels to the underlying hardware, or to accelerate C/C++
applications using custom Verilog modules.
IBM proposes the CAPI architecture [18] for offloading
algorithms to an FPGA. Applications mapped to the CAPI
architecture are executed on a IBM Power8 CPU and can
coherently exchange data with user-specific hardware accelerators implemented to an Altera Stratix V FPGA.
As already mentioned, resource disaggregation is increasingly being adopted as a mean to improve performance and
reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of next-generation
data centers. In Microsoft’s Catapult platform, for instance,
each processing node can allocate and map hardware accelerators to idle disaggregated FPGAs[1]. Another approach
to resource disaggregation, the one explored in the dRedBox
research project [13], focuses on a low-power data center architecture that shifts toward a flexible and software-defined
block-as-a-unit paradigm. It introduces three baseline disaggregated building blocks, i.e, an MPSoC module, a highperformance memory module, and an FPGA-based module
for hosting application-specific accelerators. Based on application needs, a full-fledged Type-1 hypervisor allocates the
required modules and executes commodity VMs.

3.

THE dAccTiRDe ARCHITECTURE

The dAccTiRDe architecture supports task-based programming environments by offloading computationally demanding tasks to application-specific hardware accelerators. Figure 3 depicts its high-level structure; dAccTiRDe considers a
multi-core processing unit (PU) that is coupled with reconfigurable area (RA). Both the PU and the RA are directly
connected to dedicated off-chip memories A and B, respectively. The PU runs a multi-threaded middleware that is
responsible for configuring the application-specific accelerators in the RA via the “conf” port, as well as executing tasks
that were not mapped onto hardware due to resource and/or
performance considerations.
The RA is divided into two main parts, namely the static
and the dynamic ones. The static area hosts the required
hardware infrastructure for efficient communication and data
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exchange with the PU. It consists of two discrete interconnects (I/C), a set of DMA engines, and an array of Acceleration Tiles (AccTis) to map custom accelerators. The “sync
I/C” allows the PU to initiate operations on an AccTi and
monitor the progress of the accelerators. A DMA engine is
connected to each AccTi in order to efficiently access offchip memory A through the PU. The “data I/C” arbitrates
access to off-chip memory among all AccTis, the PU, and
a local network switch (SW). The latter is responsible for
communication and data transfers between the local system
and remote processing nodes.
The dynamic part of dAccTiRDe mainly consists of Accelerator Slots (AS). Each AccTi comprises several AS slots,
along with a set of configurable crossbar switches, and a
Data Fetch and Dispatch mechanism (DFD) to facilitate all
incoming and outgoing data transfers. The AS slots are partially reconfigurable regions (PRRs) that can be occupied by
accelerators both at bootstrap time and at run time. PRRs
of various sizes allow the placement of resource demanding
accelerators and can facilitate the exploration of potential
trade offs between performance and energy savings by dynamically switching off PRRs.
The configurable crossbar switches allow to construct a
custom datapath in each AccTi by appropriately interconnecting AS slots. When an AccTi is configured, it serves
as a co-processor (worker) for a software thread (master)
executed on the PU. The crossbar switch configuration is
initiated by the master thread, which sends a configuration
instruction to the AccTi’s control unit (CNTRL) by appropriately initializing a set of control registers.
The proposed MPSoC, comprising a multi-core processing unit and a series of AccTis, with various AS slots each,
yields the efficient mapping of an application a challenge. As
already mentioned, each AccTi serves as a coprocessor to a
master thread, allowing to treat the problem of maximizing acceleration performance similarly to improving parallel
performance on multi-core processors. Scalable parallel algorithms exhibit increased computation to synchronization
ratios, leading to longer execution time intervals between
synchronization events. This translates to longer periods of
uninterrupted processing on the assigned AccTi when the
coprocessor is deployed, consequently leading to improved
pipeline performance and making such algorithms highly
suitable for acceleration on dAccTiRDe.

4.

AN EARLY EVALUATION ON ZYNQ

To evaluate our work, we mapped dAccTiRDe to a Xil-

inx ZC706 board with a Zynq 7045 MPSoC that tightly
couples a dual-core ARM Cortex A9 as a Processing System
(PS) and Kintex 7 Programmable Logic (PL). Our prototype
comprises 2 AccTis, where each AS can be reconfigured by
the PS via the PCAP port at a rate of 440 MB/sec. Table 1
provides the resources occupied by the static dAccTiRDe infrastructure. The “PL memory IF” module is implemented
using the Xilinx Memory Interface Solutions; it provides an
AXI-compatible interface to on-chip modules for data accesses to and from the external memory that is directly accessible from the PL, achieving an effective bandwidth of up
to 6.1 GB/sec (64 bytes per clock cycle at 100 MHz). Each
AccTi drives a DMA engine that is connected to one of the
high-performance (HP) ports of the PS in order to access
in a non-coherent way the external memory that is directly
accessible from the PS. This achieves a bandwidth of up to
800 MB/sec (8 bytes per clock cycle at 100 MHz).
All internal system interconnects, i.e., data I/C, sync I/C,
and DMA I/C, are implemented with the Xilinx AXI interconnect module. Finally, in our current implementation, the
internal switch employs a 4-lane interconnect that is based
on the Aurora link-layer protocol for high-speed serial communication with all remote processing nodes. This achieves
a maximum communication speed of up to 50 Gb/sec, i.e.,
12.5 Gb/sec per lane.

5.

A BIOINFORMATICS APPLICATION

To evaluate dAccTiRDe, we employ a computationally intensive Bioinformatics problem, generally known as selective
sweep detection. Detecting selective sweeps has practical applications, such as the detection of mutations in pathogens
that are resistant to drugs (e.g., HIV[9]), and therefore can
potentially lead to the design of more effective drug treatments. However, as dataset sizes increase, due to advances
in DNA sequencing technologies, computational challenges
arise in efficiently conducting large-scale sweep detection.
In this section, we describe a selective sweep (5.1), outline a
method for sweep detection (5.2), and present and evaluate
alternative application mapping approaches (5.3).

5.1

Selective Sweep

A selective sweep is the elimination of variation in a genomic region as a result of positive selection acting on a
population. When a beneficial mutation occurs in a population, it increases the chances of survival and reproduction
of the individuals that carry the mutation. Eventually, all
individuals will possess the beneficial mutation and, due to
forces that drive the evolution of complex organisms, the
frequency of occurrence of linked neutral mutations in the
proximity of the beneficial mutation will decrease. This phenomenon leaves distinctive signatures in the genomes, which
facilitate the detection of selective sweeps.

5.2

Detection Method

To detect sweeps in a population, a multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) is required. An MSA is essentially a m×n
data matrix of m DNA sequences with n nucleotides each,
as shown below.
sample_0
sample_1
sample_2

ATGGCA TACCC CT-CCAAC TAGGA TTC CAA
ATGGCC TACCA CTCCCAAC TAGGC TTC C-A
ATGGCA TAC-C -TCCCAAG TAGGT TTT C-A

Only alignment columns that comprise two or more nucleotides are informative for sweep detection, and are referred to as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, highlighted in blue and italics).
A commonly used sweep signature relies on patterns of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs, which captures
the non-random associations between mutations in different
locations in the genome. SNPs are typically represented as
bit vectors of size N bits, with set bits denoting mutations
and N being the number of sequences. An LD score between
two SNPs, i and j, with bit vectors vi and vj , respectively,
is computed using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient:
2
rij
=

[P (vi &vj ) − P (vi )P (vj )]2
,
P (vi )P (vj )(1 − P (vi )(1 − P (vj )

(1)

where P (vx ) is the fraction of set bits in vx or, in other
words, the mutation frequency at location x in the genome.
Here, we describe the OmegaPlus [4] approach for LDbased sweep detection, which organizes large genomes into
a number G of overlapping windows of variable number of
SNPs, and proceeds by analyzing each window following a
three-stage algorithm. Initially, all pairwise LD scores are
computed and stored in a lower diagonal matrix of floatingpoint values (LD stage). Thereafter, a dynamic programming algorithm computes total LD scores for all possible
subwindows with different numbers of SNPs (DP stage). Finally, the ω statistic [14] is employed to evaluate each window, aiming at detecting the location in the genome with the
highest ω score (ω stage). Given a window of W SNPs, divided into two non-overlapping subwindows, L and R, with
l and W − l SNPs, respectively, the ω statistic is computed
for all possible combinations of subwindows L and R with
different numbers of SNPs as follows:


P
P
2
2
)
+ i,j∈R rij
( l + W2−l )−1 ( i,j∈L rij
P
. (2)
ω= 2
2
−1
(l(W − l))
i∈L,j∈R rij
Note that, prior to an analysis, all monomorphic alignment
columns are discarded, and the remaining SNPs are stored
in a compact representation [5].

5.3

Application Mapping

Algorithm. Parallel algorithms that exhibit an increased
computation to synchronization ratio on a multi-core processor map well on dAccTiRDe. OmegaPlus exhibits alternative parallelization strategies [3] to address load imbalance issues that arise from the SNP density variance along
the genomes. These algorithmic approaches have been previously evaluated for parallel performance [3], employing a
range of different dataset features and combinations thereof
(number of sequences, numbers of SNPs, and SNP density
variance). The study revealed that the so-called generic
algorithm, implemented in OmegaPlus-G, outperforms the
rest of the parallelization alternatives for most dataset cases
as the number of cores increases. The algorithm organizes
all input data into chunks of SNPs and constructs a compute
list of same-size tasks, with each task entailing the pairwise
combination of SNP chunks. Thereafter, all threads consume tasks from the list, leading to increased parallel performance due to a favorable computation to synchronization
ratio that is achieved because of the fixed compute load per
task.

scenario A
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LD2

Table 2: Execution times (in seconds), throughput
performance (in parentheses, million LD scores per
second for LD, and million ω scores per second for
ω) per stage, and speedups for the two alternative
mappings of OmegaPlus-G on dAccTiRDe in comparison with execution on a 6-core Xeon processor.
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Figure 4:
Alternative mapping scenarios for
OmegaPlus-G on dAccTiRDe; scenario A places
multiple instances of both accelerators in each AccTi, while scenario B relies on a fixed crossbar switch
configuration, and dynamically replaces accelerators
during execution using partial reconfiguration.

We find that the generic algorithm maps well to dAccTiRDe for the following reasons:
• The input SNP data are organized into SNP chunks
of fixed size (e.g., 32 SNPs per chunk), allowing to
trivially distribute genomic regions to threads, and
thereby to the respective AccTis.
• Each compute task, i.e., operations on sets of SNP
chunks, requires a fixed and reduced number of operations, leading to low resource requirements for the respective accelerators, thus facilitating their placement
in the AS slots.

Accelerators. Computing all pairwise LD scores (LD stage)
and evaluating all possible windows with the ω statistic (ω
stage) dominate analysis times of OmegaPlus, with the actual contribution of each stage depending on the aforementioned dataset features (see OmegaPlus-G execution times
per stage in Table 2). Therefore, we opt to employ accelerators for the LD and ω stages, while the intermediate
DP stage is executed on the processing unit. The LD accelerator [5] is automatically generated by an RTL generation software (https:// github.com/ alachins/ fpga-ld ), while
the ω accelerator, consisting of two identical floating-point
pipelines, double buffers for input, and a control unit, is
partially derived from the source code of OmegaPlus using
Vivado HLS.

Mapping Approaches. To demonstrate the versatility of
dAccTiRDe, we describe and evaluate two mapping alternatives for OmegaPlus-G. In our current implementation on
the Zynq 7045 MPSoC, each AccTi hosts 5 AS; 4 occupy
3% and 1 occupies 32% of the total available resources. The
first approach places multiple instances of both accelerators
in each AccTi, as illustrated in Figure 4A, and relies on the
rapid configuration of the crossbar switches at runtime to selectively deploy each of the two sets of accelerator instances.
The second approach relies on maintaining a fixed crossbar switch configuration, and dynamically replace accelerators using the partial reconfiguration feature of dAccTiRDe.

Dataset ( #sequences : #SNPs )
[A] 103 :104
[B] 104 :104
[C] 104 :105
OmegaPlus-G
LD
ω
Total
Accel. Map A
LD
ω
Total/Speedup
Accel. Map B
LD
ω
Total/Speedup

2.6 (14.54)
32.9 (85.63)
35.9

19.1 (2.63)
21.5 (74.22)
43.7

308.2 (2.89)
7.1 (75.03)
358.7

0.78 (48.39)
4.41 (639.29)
5.59 / 6.42X

9.89 (5.09)
2.66 (600.09)
15.65 / 2.79X

175.1 (5.08)
0.81 (660.17)
218.8 / 1.64X

0.57 (65.76)
5.84 (481.99)
6.81 / 5.27X

6.67 (7.52)
3.89 (409.47)
13.66 / 3.19X

126.8 (7.03)
1.37 (389.65)
171.57 / 2.09X

Here, all AS slots are either occupied with LD or ω cores,
as shown in Figure 4B. In the figure, the subscripts (2 and
8 for LD, and 2 for ω) denote the number of floating-point
pipelines that operate in parallel in every core.
Table 2 provides a performance comparison between the
software benchmark (OmegaPlus-G) and the two application mappings on dAccTiRDe (Accel. Map A and Accel.
Map B) for three different dataset sizes, ranging from 1,000
to 10,000 sequences, and from 10,000 to 100,000 SNPs. A
workstation with an Intel Xeon E5-2630 6-core Sandy Bridge
processor, running at 2.60 GHz and 32 GB of main memory,
was deployed as a test platform for the software benchmark.
The execution times in Table 2 refer to parallel execution of
OmegaPlus-G employing 12 threads, while 2 threads (with
an AccTi per thread) were launched on dAccTiRDe.
As can be observed in the table, partial reconfiguration
improves performance of the larger datasets only, since the
reconfiguration overhead is amortized by the longer execution times. Note however that the effect of partial reconfiguration on performance varies according to the number of
partial reconfiguration events that are required throughout
execution. Datasets A and B require a single reconfiguration
event to complete the analysis. However, dataset C requires
5 events due to the dataset increased memory footprint and
the limited amount of off-chip memory resources on the test
platform.
Furthermore, filling up all AS slots with the same accelerator does not necessarily translate to better per-stage
performance, as can be observed by a comparison of the ω
throughput values between Accel. Map A and Accel. Map
B. This is due to the fact that performance is bounded by
memory rather than compute, leading to further deterioration of overall system performance for the ω stage when
the memory bandwidth is distributed to more accelerator
instances.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Current trends show that next-generation data centers

increasingly adopt resource disaggregation and/or tightlycoupled hardware accelerators. Our work can enhance performance and energy consumption of today’s data centers;
we presented a versatile reconfigurable accelerator architecture with sufficient hardware support to extend the concept
of resource disaggregation to the reconfigurable fabric level.
Our solution, dubbed dAccTiRDe, shifts the complexity of
dynamic resource allocation to the software, while hardware
resources are dedicated to increase generality and flexibility of the acceleration platform via configurable crossbar
switches and partial runtime reconfiguration.
Driven by the increasing demands of large-scale biological
analyses, we employed a computationally intensive Bioinformatics kernel to test dAccTiRDe and discuss alternative
ways to map applications on it. Acceleration is achieved via
a dedicated so-called Acceleration Tile per software thread
launched on a multi-core processor of the proposed MPSoC,
with each Acceleration Tile serving as a co-processor to the
software thread. Increased overall performance is achieved
when the parallel execution of the algorithm on the MPSoC’s multi-core processing system exhibits high computation to synchronization ratio, which consequently translates
to longer time intervals of uninterrupted operation for the
accelerators, and thus increased pipeline performance.
Our future work includes a high-level software API that
will allow developers to easily map applications to the dAccTiRDe architecture and exploit the available reconfigurable
resources. Finally, we plan to analyze large sets of data from
various application domains, such as network analytics and
video surveillance, in order to evaluate dAccTiRDe with different data center workloads.
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